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Overview

Outdoor recreation
and wellbeing

Long distance trails and
sustainability

Spine of the Lizard
Project – an attempt to
provide sustainable
outdoor recreation



EQ impact on outdoor recreation

Images courtesy Nick Singleton, CCC Port Hills rangers

• 50kms of tracks closed due to rockfall

• CERA Well-Being Surveys include access to natural environment

– 2012 24% people report moderate or major negative impact

– 2014 12% still report moderate or major negative impact



Established
relationship

• Synthesised four extensive
international literature
reviews

• Benefits derive from:
– Physical activity

– Social capital

– Direct restorative effects

• DoC to work with Local
Government to develop
opportunities closer to
population centres



Growing participation in outdoor recreation

• Provision

– Front country -

opportunities close to

population centres

– Graduated opportunities

• Participation

– Intergenerational effect –

parents influence

children

– Gaps in access can create

a lost generationArianne Reis, Anna Thompson, Brent Lovelock, Mike Boyres Centre for
Recreation Research, University of Otago



Future environmental stewards

• Defined appreciative recreation 1975

• Positive link between appreciative
recreation and environmental values

Dunlap and
Heffernan

• Children and Nature Deficit Disorder

• Concern that children and youth are not
getting enough contact with nature

Richard
Louv

• Learning to love the natural world
enough to protect it

• Outdoor experience combined with
understanding

Louise
Chalwa



• Growing popularity worldwide

• Slow tourism movement

Do long distance walking/cycling trails
provide sustainable outdoor recreation?

speed has assumed greater
importance than in the whole of
human history

Against the high environmental
impact of the aeroplane and car, a
range of s/low carbon modalities
figure as alternatives that value
nature and cultural traditions
Fullagar, Markwell, Wilson



Economic
Track Users Total

C2C Cycle
England

15,000 £1.5 million direct

Queen Charlotte
Walking
New Zealand

65,000 $5.1 million direct
$7.5 million in
Picton/Sounds area

Virginia Creeper
Rail Trail US

154,000 $1.6 million

(Bowker et al., 2007 Butchers Partners Ltd, 2005 Cope et al., 1998)



Socio-cultural

• Connecting communities

• Marketing vessel

• Create jobs

• Community pride

• Social renewal



Environment

• Assumption that cycling
and walking eco friendly

• Luggage and transport
shuttles not considered

• Air travel

• Post peak oil prospects



Planning sustainable trails

• Many stakeholders

• Different views and interests

• Build on existing strengths and assets

• Overcome challenges

Long distance

• Minimise travel with circular routes

• Return on public transport

• Domestic market

• Appropriate facilities

Environmental
impact



Spine of the Lizard project

• Led by Rod Donald
Banks Peninsula
Trust

• Builds on existing
network

• Front country
accessible location

• Bringing DOC and
City Council into
partnership



Usage research

• Lincoln University

summer studentship

2013-14

• Existing data sources

• On-site survey

• Off-site survey

https://researcharchive.lincoln.ac.nz/bitstream/10182/5993/1/LEaP_rp_27.pdf



Key findings and recommendations

• Extensively used by

people from Canterbury

region with high repeat

use

• High satisfaction levels

from users on-site, but

not well known off-site

• Signage inadequate

• A second hut needed



Current state of play



Grow participation

• Graduated
opportunities using
Orton Bradley Park as
a gateway

• Target users are
Christchurch families
and young people

• Takes advantage of
relatively easy walking
on farm tracks around
crater rim



Build environmental understanding

• Interpretation to
encourage
enjoyment and
appreciation

• Stories of
indigenous
biodiversity

• Behaviour in rural
environment

• Peninsula
communities
relation with land



Provide multiple opportunities

• Public transport links

• Repeat visits



Project underway
• New hut purchased and

being commissioned

• Packhorse hut EQ repairs
funded and about to
commence

• All tracks open and
marking improving



Banks Peninsula is the stadium!
Spine of the Lizard providing
post quake health and wellbeing
on a sustainably designed long distance trail network
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